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Abslracl-In this paper， we address a comparative study
on Directly-Aligned Multi-Point ControIIed 、;Vavefront Synthesis
(DMCWS)

and Wave Field Synthesis

(WFS) for realization

souree

of high-accuTacy sound reproduction system， where amplitude，
phase and attenuation characteristics of the wavefronts generated

x

by DWCWS and WFS are assessed. First， in DMCWS， we can
derive an optimaI controI line coordinate based on a numerical
analysis. Next， the results of computer simulations reveal that
the wavefront of DMCWS has wide availability in both spatial

Reference lí引.ening

and frequency domains with few amplitude and phase errors，

line

especially beyond the spatial aliasing frequency in WFS. Finally
we can point out that the amplitude error of DMCWS has similar

Fig. 1 Configuration of WFS

behavior to well-known spatial decay approximation expression
of WFS; this implies an easiness in handIing the amplitude error
estimation of DMCWS. From these findings， we can conclude an
advantageous position of D恥1C、;VS compared with 、;VFS.

1. INTRoDucTloN

In recent years， there is an increasing research interest in wavefront
synthesis. Wavefront synthesis allows multiple sound sources to
create a sound field identical with any original sound自eld. It is
巴xpected to provide a wider elfective Iistening area than that of
the cuπent 5. 1 or surround system with many channels because
the listener can perceive the same sound location regardless of the
listening position.
Wave什ont synthesis technique has various branches， and typical
methods are “Wave Field Synthesis (WFS) " [1] and“Directly-aligned
Multi-point Contrclled Wavefront Synthesis (DMCWS)" [2]， [3]
Although the theory of WFS is well studied， the most optimal
control-point geometry and behavior of the secondary wavefront
withinfbeyond the bandlimit in DMCWS are not investigated so far
Hence， in this paper， we describe a DMCWS implementation， and
evaluat巴 its elfectiveness through the comparison with WFS.
11. THEORY

In this section， WFS and MCWS (DMCWS) theories are de・
scribed， and the concrete numerical calculations are shown in detail
A. WFS

Geometric configuration and parameters in WFS are depicted in
Fig. 1， where Sp(ω) and S Sn(ω) denote spectra of the primary and
the nth secondary sources， respectively， at X-Y horizontal plane
The nth secondary source's spectrum which synthesizes the prト
mary spherical wavefront is expressed as [4)， [5)
，exp(ーjkrPn)
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where j is unit imaginary number. k is the wavenumber (ω /c). c is the
sound velocity司ω denotes the angular frequency， I'!.x is interelement
interval between the secondary sources， /'Pn is the distance between
primary and the nth secondary source， and (}Pn is the angle between
Y axis and the line connecting nth secondary and primarγsources
G((}Pn，ω ) is a distance-independent directivity function only defined
under far-日eld conditions. C(YR，YP) is a function that compensates
a level mismatch due to the stationary phase approximation along
the x dimension [6)， which is only e仔'ective at a reference listening
distance YR [7]. as
C(YR，YP) =

(2)

Outside of this line. the level of the sound field is expressed as

的s(y) =

1恥加悲1 古1

(3)

B. DMCWS
The MCWS's geometric parameters are shown in Fig. 2. MCWS
controls the spatial spectra at the control-points located randomly on
X-Y horizontal plane in 合ont of secondary sources， and generates
desired wavefront. In MCWS， there exists one typical case in that
each control-point locates on the control line parallel to x axis cross
the position Yc， and its geometric parameters are depicted in Fig. 3
[3). Such a wavefront synthesis method is called DMCWS (Directly
aligned MCWS) named after its control-point geometry. Here， S Cm(ω)
denotes the secondary wavefront spectrum at the mth control-point
position. Also， (}Cm and (}Snm are the angles between Y axis and
the line connecting the mth control-point and primary or the nth
secondary source， rCm and rSnm are its spacial distances between the
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TABLE 1

WAVEFRONT CALCULATION CONDITION
VALUE

PARAMETER
丁目nperature
Evaluated wave仕ont band 仕equencles
Spatial aliasing合equency
Primary source geometrγ(xp，yp)

20ÖC
20-1600Hz (10Hz interval)
1416Hz
(1.2，-0.1--1.0) m

Secondary source and

y

control-point interval

Fig. 2. Con自 guration of MCWS

Oiaphragm radius

b

!:J.x

Number of secondary sources
controトpoints

M

Control line y-coordinate

YC

N

0.12 m
0.05 m
and

16
0.1-2.0 m

ヲ
3.

Fig.

Configuration for OMCWS
Fig. 4. Soundevice SO-0.6 loudspeaker assumed in experiment

mth control-point and prirnary or the nth secondary source， and N and
M are the nurnbers of the secondary sources and the control-points.
Derivation given herea白er is a secondary source's spectrurn Ss，，(ω)
which s戸lthesizes the prirnary spherical wave合ont目Transfer function
belween the nth secondary source and the mth control-point， H，κ，川?
l山s written by

exp(一jkrsnm)
H"m(ω)= G(ßSnm，ω) 一一一一一一一
rSl1m

III. OPTIMIZED CO肝ROL-POINT GEOMETRY
The DMCWS's secondary wavefront spectrum vector contains
the control line geornetry， and its optimal geometry has yel 10 be
elucidated fully. Hence we address a 5ωdy on its geometry through
the wavefront calculalion in this section

(4)

A. Cafcufation condition

where G(ß，ω) is the directivity characteristics of the secondary
sources. According 10 Eq. (4)， we de自ne transfer funclion matrix

H(ω) =
向。(ω)
HO•1(ω)
HO.M-1(ω)

H，•o(ω)
HI，I(ω)

HN-I.o(ω)
HN-I，I(ω)

H1.Af-I(ω)

HN-1.M-1(ω)

Conditions of wavefront calculation are shown in Table 1
Diaphragm radius b and secondary source distance ð.x rnirnic those of
Soundevice SD-0.6 loudspeaker shown in Fig. 4. Evaluated wavefront
band frequencies below 1600 Hz are rn匂or clles for sOllnd source
localization [8]. The wavefront calculation geometric pararneters are
illustrated in Fig. 5

(5)

B. Cafculαtion method of secondary wavefront
The secondary source and observation point geometric pararnet巴rs
are shown in Fig. 6. Equation (12) represents S o(ω) which denotes
the spectrum of the secondary wavefront on the observation point，

We write secondary wavefront spectrurn vector at the mth controlpoint position as

SC(ω) =

H(ω)SS(ω)

(6)

叫( ーjkr o，， ) 1
So(ω)=) . rI S5，，(ω)G(ßo"，ω) 一一一一一1.

[Sω(ω)， SCI(ω)，'" ， SC(M_ll]T ，

(7)

Secondary sources are circular vibration planes on the infinite batfle
and its directional characteristics is

�

where

SC((u)

=

SS(ω) =

[SSO(ω)，SSI(ω)，・・・ ，SS(N-Ilf

(8)

2J， (kb sin ß)
G (ß，ω)= 一一一一一
kbsinß

and .T denotes transposition of vector/rnatrix. If the prirnary wave仕ont
spectrurn equals to the secondary wavefront spectrurn at the control
point position， Eq. (6) can be transformed into

SC(ω) = P(ω)S p(ω)

P(ω)= 1 =-一一，
L rco

p-jkrc ，

ι一一，
rc ，

(9)
jk
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C. Evαluαtion criterion of s芭condαrywαvefront
E.j-(yp，yè) defines an evaluation criterion for reproduced wave

""'，"，l.ua"" y.
front
v.
1! V IIL accurac

(10)

E.1(yp，yc)

According to Eqs. (6) and (9)， and generalized inverse rnatrix of
H(ω)， W(ω)， we obtain the secondary source spectrum vector as
the following form;

W(ω)P(ω)Sp(ω).

エエ {ICWF(りω)1ーIDMCWF(りω)1l2

)
l
(

Ss(ω) =

( 13)

where J1(・) is Bessel function of the first kind， and b is the diaphragrn
radius of circular vibration plane.

where
jk
r p- rco

(12)

l: l: I CW F(i，j，ω)12

(14)
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TABLE II
CALCULATION CONDITION OF THE DMCWS AND WFS

Primary sou代e geometry
Control line y-coordinate YC
Reたrence listening distance y.coordinate )'R

-28
-0.4

-0.6

-0.8

-1.0

-0.1-0.2

-0.4

vrlm)

-0.6

-0.8

-1.0

.rlm)

Fig. 8. YP for the optimized control line )'-coordinate YC and its evaluation
value E" t

Fig. 6. The secondarγsource and observation point geometric parameters.
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B. Eva/uatiol1 criteria of secondmアwavefrol1t

The evaluation criteria EA and Ep for assessment of secondary
wavefront complex amplitude and phase error are defìned as

L一主出E
寸古河オ了m
0.6 m
0.6 m

EA(i，j)

where CWF(i，j，ω) is a function of the primary wavefront spectrum
at the observation point (i，j)， and DMCWF(i， j，ω) is a function of the
DMCWS secondary wave合ont spectrum at the same position. Here，
zωand 2:;'.1 are summations with respect to ω in the evaluation
frequency band and observation position (i，j).

) ( IPWF(i，j，ω)1 ー IWF(i，j，ω)112
= ー

ω

エ IPWF(川 ω)12
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Ep(i，j) =ー)ー
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. n ( PO(WF(i，j， ω)) \
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PO(x) =こ
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rv COMPARISON OF DMCWS AND WFS

In this section， we compare DMCWS and WFS through computer
simulation-based experiments on synthesized secondary wavefront
spectrum amp1itude， phase and attenuation.
A. Cα/cu/αtion condition

The wavefront calculation conditions are listed in Table 1I， and
other conditions are the same as Tab1e 1 and Fig. 5.

(16 )

where WF(i，j，ω) denotes secondary wave什ont synthesized by DM
CWS or v..午S， and POO denotes phase only function given by

D. Cα/cu/αtiol1 results

Figure 7 shows the results for the calculation， where a contour
line shows E吋(yp，yC) and its interva1 is 2 dB. Figure 8 shows YP for
th巴optimized Yc， and its Ew1(yp，yc) value. The left自gure of Fig.
8 shows Yc's best-condition y-coordinates YCOPI ranging 0.6 - 0.7 m
for synthesized secondary wavefront. Also， the right fìgure of Fig.
8 shows an increase of the evaluation criterion E...f w i th primary
source y-coordinate Yp， and the best-condition y-coordinate yp under
this condition is 0. 1 m. Hence， an optima1 control line coordinate
YCUPI is defìned as 0.6 m under the primary y-coordinate YP is 0.1
m. After this， we decide to use these conditions in the computer
simu1ations.

(15)

(17)

where x is a complex-valued variable.
c. Cα/cu/ation resu/ts

Figures 9 and 10 show WFS's and DMCWS's EA calculation
results. The contour value is EA' and its intervals are 0.5 dB in Fig
9 and 2.0 dB in Fig. 10. As can be seen in Fig. 9， the amplitude
error of WFS is serious because an evaluation frequency band is
beyond spacial aliasing 合equency ( 1417 Hz). In contrast， in Fig. 10，
the amplitude e汀or ofDMCWS results in 6 -7 dB， which is small in
comparison with WFS as well as generally smallest in the vicinity of
a control-point. It is revealed that the di仔'erence between the contour
lines of Fig. 10 and Fig. 9 yields about 60 dB arroUl】d control-points.
Figures II and 12 show WFS's and DMCWS's Ep calcu1ation
resu1ts目The contour value is Ep， and its intervals are 0.05 dB in Fig.
I I and 2.0 dB in Fig. 12. Tn Fig. 1 1 ， the phase error Ep of WFS
indicates that there is a signi日cant eπor similar to the ampliωde
Eπor in Fig. 9. In contrast， there is an extremely small phase e汀or
in DMCWS shown in Fig. 12.
From the above-mentioned resu1ts， in the wavefront of DMCWS，
an amplitude eπor was big， but it deve10ped that phase eηor was
small， and consequently the wavefront amplitude e打or is dominant in
DMCWS. Therefore in the next step， we would caJcu1ate the attenua・
tion to examine what kind of tendency the wavefront amplitude eπor
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L The phase e汀or E p calculation results of WFS.
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wavefronts compared using these coordinates clarify that DMCWS
has larger listening area with a few amplitude and phase eπors than
those of WFS， while they have similar attenuation eπor. In addition，
DMCWS can realize synthesis beyond the WFS's spatial aliasing
frequency. From these自ndings， we can conclude an advantageous
position of DMCWS compared with WFS.
This work was partly supported by N.S Promotion Foundation for
Science of Perception， and MIC Strategic Inforrnation and Commu
nications R&D Promotion Programme in Japan.
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EA calculation results of DMCWS

In this paper it is shown that secondary wave合ont accuracy tS
related to the control-point coordinates ofDMCWS. Numerical wave
front calculations clarify the optimum directly-aligned control-point
coordinates， yc = 0.6 - 0.7 m. Also numerical WFS and DMCWS
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V. CONCLUSIONS
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Fig. 13. Comj)arison of the atlenuations in合ont of the primary source
-0. 1 m)

has. Figures 13 and 14 show comp唱rison of the primarγs， WFS's and
DMCWS's sωondary wavefronts and Atfss (see Eq. (3)) attenuations
in front of the primary source in the upper limit frequency of the
evaluation band 1600 Hz. Considering the influence that the primary
source y-coordinate yp gives to wavefront attenuations， we calculat巴
attenuations withyp of -0.1 m or -0.7 m. Figure 13 shows the result
in the case of yp =ー0.1 m， Fig. 14 shows that of yp =ー0.7 m. The
attenuation of WFS is disturbed in comparison to the other attenuation
plots greatly in Figs. 13， 14 because the evaluation frequency 1600 Hz
is beyond spacial aliasing frequency (1417 Hz). On the other hand，
the amplitude of DMCWS has little disorder compared with WFS，
and this result suggests a good availability of the wavefront synthesis
in frequency bands higher than spacial aliasing frequency. Also， Fig
14 shows that the attenuation of DMCWS is very close to Atfss
rather than the that of the primary sound source. This result implies
a possibility that a Spatial Decay [5] happens in DMCWS in the same
way as WFS; this possibly has an easiness in handling the amplitude
error estimation of DMCWS.
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